November 2021 Canvas Update:

- Canvas sandboxes are now available to faculty. You should have received an email on November 16th from UNM Canvas Support inviting you to access your Canvas sandbox course. Please check your LoboMail for this message; the message contains instructions about how you can access your Canvas sandbox course. If you did not receive this email and would like to request a Canvas sandbox course, please visit this website: https://forms.unm.edu/forms/sandbox_course_request?ss0=61945cd8e4c0e

- Please keep in mind that sandbox courses in Canvas have limited storage capacity and are not intended for building a full course. Use your sandbox to try out and practice skills that you will be learning from the training pathways provided in the Canvas Training Services Portal. Temporary Canvas development courses will be available sometime in the Spring 2022 semester.

- You can access the Canvas Training Services Portal inside your Canvas sandbox course:
  1. Click “Help” at the bottom of the Global Navigation menu on the left side of your screen.
2. Click on the “Training Services Portal”

3. A tutorial will pop up that will tell you how to use the Training Services Portal. This tutorial will also show you what kinds of trainings are available and how to access them.

4. A suggested first course to take is “Higher Education: First Day Ready.” This will give you an overview of how Canvas works. You will find this course under the “Learning Library” tab in the Training Services Portal. Look for “Higher Ed Programs” below the Live Trainings listings.

Higher Education: First Day Ready

Discover how to be First Day Ready by understanding all the essential features of Canvas.

PROGRAM / 6 STEPS